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Dc 3 tog crochet stitch uk

This crochet tutorial video will help you learn how to crochet two crochet three together. This reduction is used in some decorative and forming stitches. The triple doubles crotch together is a double reduction so it reduces two stitches. Subscribe to our YouTube channel Step 1: Yarn Over. Step 2: Tip insert the hook into the next street in
rows. Step three: Hook yo and drag the yarn through the street (3) Step 4: Thread over and draw through two rings on the hook. Step 5: Yarn over. Step 6: Tip insert the hook into the next street in rows. Step 7: Yu and draw through the stitches. Step 8: Thread over and draw through two loops on the hook. Step 9: Yarn over. Step 10: Tip
putting the hook into the next street in row. Step 11: Yu and draw through once again (5 sts on the hook). Step 12: Yu and draw through 2 loops on the hook (4sts on the hook). Step 13: Yu once again and draw through all 4 sts on the hook. TERM UK: Two Crochet together stands for UK: dc2tog, dc3tog, etc. USA term: Only Crochet
together stands for USA: sc2tog, sc3tog, etc. Notes: When dc work (USA sc) stitches are reduced or can be made by missing or 'jumping' stitches or by working a number of stitches together. Training (2dctog): 1.  Start as usual, by inserting the hook into the stitch and wrapping the yarn around the hook. 2. Pull the yarn through but the
stitches are not perfect. 3- Instead put the hook in the next suture and wrap the yarn around the hook. 4. Drag the yarn through and you will now have 3 rings on your hook. 5. To complete the stitches, wrap the yarn around the hook and drag through 3 now on the hook. 6.It's full dc2tog (USA sc2tog). 7. Reduction has already been made
and 2 stitches have already been reduced to 1. Training (3dctog): 1.  After step 4 above, enter the hook into the next stitch, wrap the yarn on the hook and pull through it.  You will now have 4 rings on your hook. 2. To complete the stitches, wrap the yarn over the hook and drag through 4 rings now on the hook. 3. It completes dc3tog (USA
sc3tog) and 3 stitches have been reduced to 1. DC2TOG (two crochet 2 together) is really cool and easy to reduce stitches! Basically it takes 2 stitches and combines them into 1! It's simple to do... And if you already know how to crochet two, then this will be a breeze for you! Suitable for reducing stitches and shaping your projects! Watch
the video below or look for photo tutorials to learn how to DC2TOG! You can see in the photo above, 2 stitches that were crocheted twice together in purple. When you work your next row, this will now be stitched 1. Just take the 1-14 repeating steps for each DC2TOG you want! Have fun with this and let me know if you have any
questions in the comments below! Happy Crouch! Skip to content two three crochet together (dc3tog) techniques among others used to make cuts in To eliminate one or more stitches. An external reduction is worked at the lateral edge at the beginning or end of a row. Internal cuts, such as dc3tog, are worked inside rows. Generally you'll
find reduction instructions on an individual pattern for specific stitch suites working, but here are the basics on how to crochet two three together. [Yarn over, put the hook on the next stitch, thread over and drag the ring (Fig 1), Yarn over, draw through 2 rings (Fig 2)] 3 times (4 rings on the hook), thread over, draw through all the rings on
the hook (Fig 3)—2 reduced stitches (Fig 4). Reduction is usually done by working 2 or more stitches together. (Note: The same methods of working 2 or more stitches together are used to create many pattern stitches, and these are always given in crotch patterns). Work 2 sewing double crochet together (dc2tog) 1. Put the hook into the
next stitch (or as needed), wrap the yarn round the hook, and draw the ring through (Fig.132). 2. Repeat this step to the next stitch, (3 loops on the hook) (Fig.133). Go back to the top 3 wrapping yarn and draw through all 3 rings dropped on the hook-1 double crochet (Fig.134). Working 3 stitches there are two crochet together (dc3tog)
working as for dc2tog until there are 3 rings on the hook. 1. Put the hook into the third stitch, wrap the yarn and draw through a ring, (4 rings on the hook) (fig.135). Go back to the top 2 wrapping yarn and draw through all 4 rings dropped on the hook- 2 double crochet (Fig.136). Work 2 treble stitches together (tr2tog) 1. Wrap the yarn
around the hook, wrap the hook inside the next stitch (or as needed), wrap the yarn, draw a ring through it, wrap the yarn and draw through 2 rings on the hook (the remaining 2 rings on the hook) (Fig.137). Go back to the top 2, repeat this step to the next stitch, (Fig.138). 3. Wrap the yarn and draw through all 3 rings on the hook - 1 treble
dropped. Work 3 treble stitches together (tr3tog) working as for tr2tog until there are 3 rings on the hook, repeat step 1 once again, wrap the yarn and draw through all 4 rings on the hook (fig .139) - 2 dropped trebles (fig .140). Back to Top All content provided by TB Ramsden &amp; Co. Co.
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